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Last night the Simpsons twentieth anniversary episode aired followed by an hour-long documentary
about the world cultural impact of the show, made by Morgan Spurlock. The episode itself traded

on a well-worn Simpsonian theme. Crusty the Clown is made by producers to
take on a female co-star, Princess Penelope ( a solid guest turn by Anne
Hathaway), in order to salvage sagging ratings among little girls. As usually
happens in these cases, Crusty develops somewhat of a conscience during the
episode and has to make a life decision conflicting with his amoral personality.

Spurlock posed a question in the special that followed episode 450: “What would
the world be like without the Simpsons?” He rightly compared the show to running
water and electrical power. They’re ubiquitous and we don’t think about them

unless they cease to function.  The documentary reminds viewers of the Simpsons and current
critics of the show that when it first aired there was at least something revolutionary about it. The
Simpsons first aired as short subjects on The Tracey Ullman show. Her show was entertaining
and Tracey was doing all of her stock characters which later went over better on HBO. It was the
Simpsons shorts that made me sit through the episodes in the era before Tivo. We hadn’t seen
cartoon kids mock their parents and run around as heathen savages before. Al Bundy never
attempted to strangle one of his children the way Homer did. Of course, that was nearly 23 years
ago and now its easy to forgot the groundswell that accompanied the Simpsons in the same way
that we can forget what it was like when   Elvis, The Beatles, Michael Jackson, or Madonna first
arrived. It sounds pretentious just putting the Simpsons in league with Elvis, or the Beatles, but you
certainly can make a case for it.

What are the ground rules for ending a thing like the Simpsons? One of the most successful,
significant shows of all time should go out on a high note, right? God forbid the death of a cast
member, but that seems to be the only thing that would cause Fox to even consider cancelling the
show. Then again, why cancel it at all? The Simpsons has gone beyond mere show and become
national institution. Why not thirty years? Onward and upward.http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=SFxrkb6TnFc
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